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*******************************************************************************

Here's issue 14, and only a couple of months late.  As some of you were 

notified, my (former) ISP recently lost all user files, meaning that 

the Sprout mailing list was toast as well.  Fortunately, thanks to the 

graciousness and response from many of you on the list, I believe most if 

not all email addresses were recovered.  Plus, this finally gave me an 

incentive to put the mailing list in an easier format to handle.

The ol' "every cloud has a silver lining" adage seems to apply nicely here.

Odds & Ends:

* To answer a common question, as far as I've heard, there are no plans 

to release "Andromeda Heights" in the States.  The best best for 

Americans would still want/need to get a copy is to call HMV in Toronto at

1-800-567-8468.  You should get a friendly discount due to 

Canadian/American exchange rates.

* Back issues of the Prefab Sprout Email Newsletter are finally readily

available.  They've been temporarily set up at 

http://206.58.71.112/prefab until their permanent home on another Prefab 

site is up and running.  

* Be sure to dig the new Prefab pics Bedford's recently put up on his

web site at http://users.deltanet.com/~plockton/sprout.html, plus there's

a trading page on there as well where folks can post wants for particular 

Sprout items.  The "who the heck is Emma Welles, anyway" sentiment

is seconded. :-)  Additionally, Ola has some decent ruminations on the 

latest slew of b-sides on his page at 

http://www.prefab.demon.co.uk/html/electric_guitars.html.  

* Enclosed in this issue is the interview portion from the Andromeda Heights

review in MOJO back in May of this year.  Granted that that issue is 

probably already sold out, and that MOJO is worth purchasing by everyone 

regardless of the artists profiled on the inside, I'm feeling relatively 

guilt-free (besides, the interview made up only half of the review).

* For those of you pop afficiando's out there (Blue Nile, Del Amitri, 

etc), I might recommend picking up a copy of Max's pop music fanzine 

"The Bagpiper", whose issue #11 has an interview with Paddy from earlier 

this year, as well as a full page review of 'Andromeda Heights'.  For 

more info, email rain@mail.nole.alpcom.it .
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* Finally, thanks to the suggestion of Casey (NHLPens66@aol.com), I've 

decided to try to make the Sprout list a bit more interactive.  For each of 

the next 6 forthcoming issues, I'm going to highlight a different Sprouts 

album.  Where do you, the reader, fit into all of this?  I believe it'd be 

cool if folks would send in their thoughts on each designated album.

Maybe take an hour out of your busy schedule, listen to said album from top 

to bottom, and then share your thoughts.  How does the album hold up?

Perhaps contrast your thoughts now as compared to your first initial 

couple of experiences/listens, etc ... you get the idea.  Going in 

chronological release, first up to bat will be "Swoon".

Now, on with the show.

- Ryan, who's coincidentally still waiting for that Prefab jazz combo 

  version of "Nightingales".

*******************************************************************************

"Stars in his frets" by Chris Ingham - MOJO  May '97 (Thanks MOJO)

A chat with Paddy McAloon

*************************

SO WHERE THE HELL HAVE YOU BEEN?

I've never been busier.  I hadn't intended any kind of lay-off at all 

though I've never wanted a tramline career.  After "Jordan", I worked on 

a movie/musical/cartoon that I thought might solve the album-tour 

problem, "Zorro the Fox".  I interrupted that to do "The Best Of" which 

was a distraction, I wasn't interested really.  Then I started in late '92 

on an LP called "Let's Change the World with Music", 16 songs which took 

six months to demo.  Then it was casually suggested that I do an album 

with one or two songs, expand one thought into a long track.  I expanded 

a song called Earth: The Story So Far into 20-odd songs on the history of 

the world.  Don't cringe, it kind of works.  I reduced events to themes 

and correspondences throughout history, Adam and Eve/John and Jackie 

Kennedy, trees and bushes on Dealey Plaza/Garden of Eden.  I had songs 

about Columbus, Neil Armstrong.  But you need money and I despaired 

talking about it.

After two years I had hours of music on computer, no demos, I 

didn't have the technology I needed to realise it properly.  Then Jimmy 

Nail asked me to write for him, which was different, fun.  I wrote some 

songs for Cher.  Then I realised it would be quicker to start a new album 

that finish "Earth", so I gathered 12 songs together, started demoing in 

July '95.  Thomas Dolby said no to producing, "I'm still waiting to 

produce 'Let's Change the World with Music' from '93.  "He also said, 

"You're a big boy now you can do it yourself."  It set me back but I 

though, He's right, I know what I want.

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT PREFAB SPROUT OBSESSIVES?

Someone sent me a big file of stuff he'd got off the Net and I got a 

little bit freaked out.  I'm an obsessive about certain things myself.  

I'll endlessly ruminate on things; Bernstein and Sondheim writing 
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Something's Coming, I've spend countless hours thinking about that.  It's 

a lovely way to spend a bit of time.  But don't look for consistency in 

anybody's work or their life.  It's quite possible to hold 20 different 

points of view, simultaneously, we all do, it just depends how the light 

catches us.

SWOON SEEMED TO COME OUT OF NOWHERE AND STILL SOUNDS LIKE NOTHING ELSE.

I know.  We listened to "Station to Station", "Aja", we liked The 

Beatles, Brian Wilson, not that we were sophisticated enough to play 

Steely Dan songs really.  I liked the idea of James Joyce and - I blush 

to think of this now - I thought everything had to be challenging and 

original.  The things that people mistook for cleverness were terrible 

ignorance.  We were very insular and played every night of our lives for 

years, and just evolved a weirdly over-developed strange style.  Our own 

little world.

WHAT WOULD THE WRITER OF SWOON MAKE OF A SONG LIKE MYSTERY OF LOVE?

He would probably think that it was too musically simple.  I didn't lean 

back into simple sentiments then.  But the writer of "Swoon" was 20, even 

by the time we recorded it I'd moved away from it as writer.  I thought 

we'd have one chance to make a record and instead of doing the sane 

thing, put on Johnny Johnny, Bonny, Faron Young, I put my weirder ones on 

because they worked better in the studio.  Now I rely more on the 

sentiment.  Mystery of Love comes down to "Ignorance is bliss".  Corny but 

true, I'm happy to plug that over and over.  I'm more relaxed now.

LIFE'S A MIRACLE INSPIRED A GENUINE LUMP IN MY THROAT.  I ACTUALLY TOOK 

DOWN THE WORDS TO SEE WHAT I WAS RESPONDING TO.

That puzzles me as well.  That song is like little messages to yourself, 

cliches, squeeze the most from each day.  But it's the spin that the 

music puts on the words that makes them good, I think.  That's why I 

don't write lyrics aside from music, I can't judge them, I don't trust 

them.  With music there, you can find that simple sentiments will sit on 

the music and they will get a warmth that has worn out in their normal 

spoken life.

WHAT IS IT WITH YOU AND STARS ON THIS ALBUM?

It's the opposite of something like "Swoon" where the writing is as far 

removed from pop music as possible.  Here, you go to the centre of 

operations which is Romantic Song and try and write the ultimate star 

song.  I remember asking my father what the best song ever written was 

and he said, Stardust by Hoagy Carmichael.  I thought, I've got to tackle 

the stars one of these days.  Also, I started listening to Sun Ra and his 

whole mythology stayed with me.

IS ELECTRIC GUITARS YOUR PERSONAL BEATLE FANTASY?

Not mine.  It's more what it must have been like to be McCartney, saying 

in two minutes what the appeal of The Beatles was.  I'm a bit long in the 

tooth for all that, though we've had some fantastically pop star-like 

experiences ourselves  Going through customs in Rome, an armed policeman 

asked me for my autograph as I was going through the metal detector, 

forgot his job!  When I had bobbed hair, girls would come up and stroke 
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it.  Ha ha.

YOU'VE BEEN QUOTED AS ASKING, "WHO ARE MY RIVALS?"  DO YOU RETAIN ANY OF 

THAT ARROGANCE?

Sometimes I do.  I oscillate.  Sometimes I hear pop songs and think, I 

couldn't get close to that.  Fast Love - George Michael, Chic - Good 

Times, Bee Gees - Saturday Night Fever, excellent, I'd think that's what 

pop music is all about.  So any arrogance I have is modified by people 

doing the pop side really well.  I like The Blue Nile, I think Paul 

Buchanan is very, very good.  I actively dislike things that are held up 

as sacred in MOJO or Q, things people might expect me to like.  I think 

they're overrated.  But I don't want to spoil anybody's day.

YOU'RE A SONDHEIM MAN, AREN'T YOU?

With lesser and greater affection at different times.  There's fakery 

there and a lot of psychobabble of late.  But when he's fantastic, he can 

be very moving, I love him.  I'm fascinated by people who understood that 

a classic song is not a bunch of ideas but a repetition of one idea with 

different ways to say the same thing.  It should be the thing that glides 

and carries you with it, something that suggests an infinity from a very 

small cell.  That Irving Berlin tune, What'll I Do, if it's sung right 

you don't see the artist you just get the feeling, and I love that.

THERE'S A COUPLE OF SONGS HERE DEALING WITH DESIRING ANOTHER MAN'S WOMAN.

Ha ha.  That's a very discreet inquiry.  I try to look for romantic 

subjects and find new angles on them.  I was trying to express a longing 

that you knew wasn't going to go anywhere.  I've not had an affair with 

anybody's wife, so it's not based on any terrible turbulence in my own 

life.  But I think that everybody knows that feeling, even if it's 

fleeting; you know what the noble thing to do is but you'd rather do 

something else.

DO YOU EVER REGRET BEING SADDLE WITH THE NAME PREFAB SPROUT?

I could have made life easier for myself, but I picked it when I was a 

kid.  I used to see albums, bands with mysterious names.  Grateful Dead, 

Grand Funk Railroad, the mystery of words.  We thought that if we slapped 

together two unconnected words, we'd evoke the same aura.  That naively 

is why I keep it, because it's so desperately pathetic.

ARE YOU DREADING THE PROMO TREADMILL?

I'll do the press but we're never going to tour, it's not even 

negotiable.  I have no interest.  I've got the studio now, I've got to 

justify the expenditure by using it.  We'll do videos but I'm a reluctant 

participant.  If I ran the whole show I would have no visuals at all.

**************************************************************************

From: Jan Roskott <JRoskott@office.icgned.nl>

Subject: RE: Prefab Sprout E-mail Newsletter #13

>I am very curious about the economic logistics of a band such as Prefab

>Sprout that does not tour, does not sell multi-platinum, and waits years

>between albums! It's very frustrating to me because interviewers seem to
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>be either not concerned with this question, or too polite to probe just how

>a band can support itself under these conditions.

Hold your horses! There is a great interview somewhere on the net in which

Paddy goes into this question in detail.

All mysteries disappear.

Try to find it via the Website.

Jan

*************************************************************************

From: Daniel Vogel <MPath@msn.com>

Subject: re: questionnaire

Hello fellow sprouters, my name is danny, I am from Chicago.

I have been quietly buying all the albums since the first (quietly because

nearly nobody else I have known during each purchase has known the band - but

I have managed to get all my closest friends into the band too.  When I 

was a manager and buyer at Tower Records in New York, I used to order large

quantities of the first two albums and when customers wanted a 

recommendation, I would lead them to the Sprout piles - did that with 

Smiths' Hatful of Hollow and Cocteau Twins' Treasure too as I recall - I 

actually personally lead some famous people to my Sprout pile, including 

Lloyd Cole and Grace Jones).

I guess I will always love the first two albums most of all.  One could say

that this represents the spirit of nostalgia from that early discovery of the

group, but I think that melodically and lyrically these albums are unusually

accomplished artworks.  Personally, I think that as the lyrics progressively

became less well crafted over the years, that that affected the overall power

of the music, even when the tunes were still wonderful.  I also love the

earthy demoish feel of Protest Songs.  And I consider JordanTheComeback the

Sprouts' last great album.  Andromeda Heights represents a nice move in a new

aural landscape -what I most like about it - for an album with a song called

Electric Guitars it is actually an album which most sticks out because it is

LESS of the traditional rock guitar-bass-drums line-up than the other 

ones - instead we find pretty midi arrangements which at last allows the 

band to explore new directions musically.  If only the lyrics were less 

"maybe baby," which as I recall from an early interview with Paddy is 

what he originally was trying to avoid.  Not knocking this latest album, 

there are wonderful melodies, but I don't find the lyrics grab me like 

the others (behavioral measure: I am not singing them around the house as 

I do the other albums).  This why I stopped buying McCartney around the 

late 1970's, and why I will now

stop buying Morrissey (in his case, interesting lyrics still, but the 

music is almost nonexistent).  Fantasy: the Sprouts continue musically in 

their current directions, but find new things to say lyrically about the 

human condition and the world we live in.  Andromeda Heights the song 

did that I think.
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There has been talk on this list of bands like Deacon Blue, Dream Academy and

other musicians who sound like the Sprouts.  In my view, what makes the

Sprouts unique is the entire musical aesthetic, the "feel" and melodic

accomplishments (and lyrical for the early albums).   So I will now list 

bands present and past who sound nothing like the breathy Wendy backdrop 

of the Sprouts, nor who share similar ideas about instruments or lyrical 

topics, but still in my humble opinion they share a powerful marriage of 

music and words that can really grab you at times by the mind, soul and 

genitals: Manic Street Preachers (Everything Must Go such an incredible 

classic) - Momus - Microdisney - High Llamas - Go-Betweens - Jacques Brel 

- Serge Gainsbourg - Suede (that last album a killer) - Stereolab -

Chameleons - Beloved - Julian Cope - Cleaners From Venus (now that is an 

extraordinarily talented band who is virtually unknown - but that doesn't 

stop them from making great music for decades now) - Tricky - Klaatu from 

the '70s - Serge Reggiani - Brian Wilson - Marvin Gaye - Pauline Murray 

and the Invisible Girls (one album from 18 years ago) - Chills - Pet Shop 

Boys - and that doesn' even touch my collection of Japanese and Arabic 

music.   To me the special power of the Sprouts has been found in many 

diverse types of music, and tends to reflect a powerful melody

married with words which can move one and express one's feelings of  

alienation or of attachment or other strong emotions which are part of 

being alive in today's world, or in any world.

        Incidentally, I am also a musician recording my own little 

classic at home on my computer, and my sound is nothing like Paddy's but 

I believe it shares some of the magic.  It won't be finished for another 

year at my snail's pace, but I have been deeply nourished musically by 

his and some of the aforementioned

sounds, although I make use of a lot of midi (usually about twenty tracks)

with maybe five tracks of guitars and voices, and the influence of (good)

dance music will be apparent.  I am blending the punk spirit (lyrically, this

is an album about ecological devastation, but from a strongly personal,

emotional, existential, point of view, not a preachy political album and

musically, some of punk's fuzzy guitars) with the spirit of great pop (What's

Going On, Pet Sounds, and, we must now say, "Two Wheels Good.").   Thanks

Paddy for making great music and nourishing me.  (by the way, along with

sending copies to radio stations, journals, mainly local to my Chicago 

region, I am planning to send copies to 111 influences who are still 

alive, as a thank you (and I will mention them by name in the sleeve of 

my CD), so Paddy will actually receive a copy one day!  if mail to his 

label actually reaches  him! - the point will just be to honor my 

influences, not to plug the CD, I am not into becoming famous, really, it 

is not a lifestyle which I find greatly attractive - I want to stay 

private so I can continue with my professional life as a psychologist and 

athletic life as a nationally ranked racewalker).

And thanks to Ryan Bassler for his mailing list!

danny (mpath@msn.com)

**************************************************************************
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From: Geoffrey Heineman <geotune@bellatlantic.net>

Subject: Re: followup to <newsletters>

thanks for the great newsletter. well, the electric guitar singles got

here (pittsburgh, pa, us) just a couple weeks ago. You can read my

capsule review on ola's new prefab page (and ola's comments). and to

justify a seven-year wait, here's how to make your own double album of

andromeda heights. just add the six bonus tracks (from the prisoner &

guitars singles). i've spent hours trying to come up with the  perfect

imaginary play order. try it. funny, dream academy was mentioned by

carlo pentimalli. the first time i heard two wheels was also my first

listening of dream academy's first record. so i picked the one i liked

more...guess which one? played the same game many years ago when i heard

joe jackson and elvis c. (elvis prevailed). and later, had to choose

between rem and the smiths (yeah johnny marr). by the way, guitars cd2

has two great bonus tracks, girl, i'm here and never trust a spell. is

it asking too much for yet another single from andromeda? how about

thunder or avenue of stars. and, of course,  more bonus tracks. question

of the day - is paddy singing these love songs to wendy, his old flame?)

************************************************************************

From: TBusse3606@aol.com

Subject: Re: Prefab mailing list

Thank you for your fast response to my mailing list request.  I found it 

very interesting to see what other fans are writing about.

I first heard of the band on a car trip with my friend Jon Linton from San

Diego.  I had mentioned that everything on the radio was pretty much the 

same and he slid Jordan, the Comeback into the cassette deck.  It was wow at 

first listen.

I recently found an imported copy of the cd1 single of electric guitars @

Vintage Vinyl here in St. Louis.  I can't wait to hear the whole album.

I think the song Cars and Girls may be the most perfect pop song ever

recorded.  As a sidelight, the only Prefab video I ever saw was Cars & 

Girls, I was shopping at the southcenter mall j.c.penneys in Seattle in 

91 or 92. Album - wise, I think that Jordan's metaphysical themes swirl 

around my head so much that I am consistantly amazed at the depth of the 

music & lyrics.  No wonder the new album took 7 years.

I like a lot of types of music. I find Paul Simon's last two studio albums

similar to sprout thematically & sonically.

I like Steely Dan alot, too, but don't really see a connection there.  I

think the Sprouts are more linked to bands like the Beautiful South, The

Silencers, Housemartins, Etc. but that may be a stateside impression.  

And of course the Beatles & The Beach Boys are awesome.  One thing I read 

on the web had Paddy mentioning the second side of Abbey Road.  I think 

that he is right on the money as I am amazed how bands & sub genres were 
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spun off the sounds of that record. That record is a watershed.  Eno & 

Byrne's Life in the bush of ghosts is also like that.

Well, I must be going.  Please keep up the good work

Tim

*************************************************************************

From: Jan Roskott <JRoskott@office.icgned.nl>

Subject: Deacon Sprouts

>I've always noticed that similarity. But, more than that, I've always

>considered the Deacon Blue a carbon copy of the Sprouts. Does anyone

>there know them or like them? Do you agree that they have taken much

>out of the PS style?

I love Deacon Blue too and I do not agree here.

DC has more sharp edges than PS in any respect. Vocals, chordstructures,

lyrics.

Paddy is a modern Van Gogh, the Deacon Blue guy (Rick?) is more...

eeuh...Picasso?

Jan

*************************************************************************

From: SRJOHNSON@CCTR.UMKC.EDU

Subject: Finally!!!

Just got back from New York..Spotted Daniel Day Lewis..spoke with Frances

McDormand (Fargo)..Tickets to Letterman...But, my biggest thrill was laying

hands on Andromeda Heights...I read a blurb by a fan in Mojo calling AH..A

bubblebath for the soul...I'd have to agree. At first listen..Love: 

Prisoner of the Past, Steal Your Thunder,Swans...Although, "What you see 

in me I will never know" from The Mystery of Love is the line that sticks 

in my head..I'm not crazy about the sax throughout..reminds me a bit of a 

"Brucie" or Billy Joel record from the 1970's...I do, however, like the 

"Swoonish" sounding harmonica..Figured I was the only person in Kansas 

City with a copy...little did I know...A co-worker pulled her AH CD out 

of her purse at lunch today...We gushed on and on about Prefab  

Sprout..The other people at the table didn't understand..It's a Sprout thing.

***************************************************************************

From: Ritchie <ritchie@planeteer.com>

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout

In response to your questionnaire:

1. Brendan Ritchie, ritchie@planeteer.com

2. My uncle in Minneapolis made me a copy of swoon, and I found that my 
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   father (here in Vancouver) had several albums.  Bang. I was sold.

3. Jordan and Two Wheels Good

4. Anne Garland, Moving the River, Ice Maiden

5. Least favorite: Swans, Wigs

6. Too many great groups to list

**************************************************************************

From: Jan Roskott <JRoskott@office.icgned.nl>

Subject: RE: Prefab Sprout E-mail Newsletter #13

>And why did Jordan not receive the critical attention it warranted,

>in spades?  If someone has an answer, please fill me in.

I think Jordan did actually. The English music magazines proclaimed

Jordan to be one the best albums of the decade.

The critics loved it. The public didn't get a chance to listen to it.

Jan

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************

PREFAB SPROUT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name/E-mail/URL:

How you got into Prefab Sprout:

Favorite album:

Favorite song(s):

Least Favorite song(s):

Other bands/artists you dig:

Misc:

E-mail this to: bassler@usa.net

******************************************************************************* 

  PREFAB SPROUT RELATED URL's

Bedford's Prefab Page ->  

http://users.deltanet.com/~plockton/sprout.html

Elfasih's Prefab page -> 

http://www.xs4all.nl/~elfasih/muziek/prefabs.html

Doc Savage's Prefab page ->

http://www.ddm-international.com:80/savage/prefab.htm

Julienne's Prefab page ->

new page still under construction

Mark Kolmar's Prefab discography ->

http://www.xnet.com/~mkolmar/music/Prefab_Sprout.html
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Ola Sjostrand's Prefab page ->

http://www.prefab.demon.co.uk/

"Prefab Sprout"'s Prefab page ->

http://members.tripod.com/~prefab/

Thomas Dolby's page (The Flat Earth Society) ->

http://www.tdolby.com/

*******************************************************************************
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